How do you research your peers and industry? What information do you use to uncover potential partners or acquisition targets, or assess counterparty risk? Do you have to search through multiple resources? Is the information insightful and actionable? Our Business Intelligence solutions deliver the intelligent information you need to streamline your research capabilities and execute your company’s growth strategy.

The Web-based Thomson ONE platform combines institutional-quality information from across Thomson Reuters, with proprietary analytics to deliver intelligent and actionable insight. Customise your workspace so you only access the components you need, in the order that mirrors your workflow.

THOMSON ONE CORPORATE RESEARCH
When researching your peers and industry trends, do you have to search through multiple databases? Use one Web-based platform to empower informed and timely decision-making across your company. Thomson ONE Corporate Research integrates all the tools you need to:
- Gather competitive information on your peers, by company or business unit level.
- Monitor sell-side views of a company or industry through broker research. Locate hundreds of market and industry experts, many of whom contribute only to Thomson Reuters.
- Screen for companies that meet your specific criteria, then view profiles and comparables.
- Access corporate conference call webcasts, briefs and transcripts.
- Track global industry news, insight and trends.
- Access market moving information on your BlackBerry®.

THOMSON ONE CORPORATE INTELLIGENCE
What information do you use to reach informed and timely strategic decisions? How do you gather competitive intelligence and monitor market developments that could impact your company or industry? Turn to Thomson ONE Corporate Intelligence. Access all of the information and features available on Thomson ONE Corporate Research, plus the tools you need to:
- Perform in-depth benchmarking analysis to understand how your performance and capital structure compare to your peers.
- Assess the potential risk within your existing or potential counterparties.
- Research M&A activity by region or industry. Learn which firms advised on a deal, what premium was paid, and how the deal was financed.
- Monitor global market developments.
- Manage financial exposures to lower funding costs and optimise returns.
- Access Thomson Reuters for Microsoft Office (TRM50) which allows you to perform in-depth analysis using key content sets, then create a dynamic presentation all without leaving Microsoft Office.

THOMSON ONE CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
Are you looking to buy or divest assets? How are you identifying and evaluating targets? Look no further than Thomson ONE Corporate Development. Access all of the information and features available on Thomson ONE Corporate Intelligence, plus the tools you need to:
- Uncover venture and buyout funds, private equity backed companies and limited partners around the world.
- Research recent and historical debt and equity transactions.
- Identify trends and conduct comparable deal analysis.
- Learn which funds own shares in the companies you are evaluating.
- Access quantitative and qualitative company disclosed guidance, and obtain an in-depth view of trends.
- Gain access to Pitchboard which enables the seamless delivery and return of presentation iterations and edits between colleagues in the office and on the road.

WHY THOMSON REUTERS?
- We provide the largest collection of business information in the world.
- Our global content is gathered and analysed by regional experts.
- Only our solutions provide integrated access to our proprietary information, including Reuters News, Investext, StreetEvents, First Call, Datastream and more.
- Access our proprietary information and tools via the web, dedicated or mobile device.
- More than 6,000 corporations rely on our services which are backed by outstanding local client support.

For more information, please visit thomsonreuters.com
Discover what your peers are saying on their earnings calls by accessing the webcast, brief and transcript.

THOMSON ONE
Use one flexible, Web-based platform to empower decision-making across your company. Some of the intelligence available within each workspace is outlined below.

THOMSON ONE Corporate Research
This solution includes information and analytics critical to researching companies and markets.

THOMSON ONE Corporate Research:
- Thomson Reuters Investor research – Monitor sell-side views of a company or industry. Leverage the largest collection of aftermarket and independent research. Many contributors only distribute their research via Thomson Reuters.
- Reuters News – Be the first to know about breaking news.
- Significant developments – Quickly identify key events affecting company performance, such as M&A, spin-offs, restructuring and earnings outlook.
- Market data – Keep a pulse on the market. Analyse pricing data, key ratios, valuation metrics and market moving news across multiple companies and indices.
- Public and private company profiles – Get detailed profiles on companies. Locate a description of the company’s business, latest financials, fundamentals, price charts, key executives, competitors and more.
- Screening capabilities – Identify public and private company targets.
- Comparables – Evaluate a firm against its peers across key performance, financial, price and earnings metrics.
- Filings – Assess the viability of a company. Review a complete listing of all filings, including 10K, 10Q, 8K, proxy, prospectus, annual and quarterly reports, registration statements and more.
- Fundamentals – Evaluate a company’s fiscal health and performance with both as reported and standardised financials. Trace the company’s financials directly back to source documents by clicking on any hyperlinked item.
- Corporate debt – Obtain an overview of a company’s overall debt and bond ratings.
- Ownership summary – Locate the top institutional holders of a company. Access their shareholder composition, rotation, share concentration and investment style.
- People data – Learn more about officers and directors at a company.
- Corporate actions – Assess how a company’s corporate actions compare to their peers. These include historical and planned dividends going back to 1984, stock splits, takeovers and reorganisations.
- Thomson Reuters Datastream index data – Identify and track macro-economic trends. Screen for relevant indices using Datastream’s thorough index service.
- Thomson Reuters StreetEvents – Get the inside scoop on your peers, partners and other companies of interest:
  - View the webcasts, full-text transcripts and unbundled summaries of company conference calls.
  - Reduce the manual process of comparing changes between a company’s sequential 10-Qs and 10-Ks. Delta Reports highlight all the changes for you.
- Watchlist activity – Gain an aggregate view of the latest activity (news, research, deals, filings and events) for companies in your watchlist, allowing you to drill down for more detail.
- Usage analytics – Track product usage to manage costs. Discover what information is being accessed and how many research reports are being downloaded.
- Thomson ONE Mobile – Stay connected when you’re on the road. Access news, alerts, market intelligence and more on your handheld device.

THOMSON ONE CORPORATE INTELLIGENCE
To identify potential targets and partnership opportunities, access all of the information and tools available in Thomson ONE Corporate Research, as well as:
- Thomson Reuters M&A data – Gain a better understanding of M&A activity levels. View detailed deals data on current and historical M&A transactions. Learn which firms advised on a deal, what premium was paid, how the deal was financed, and more. Filter the deals information by type, time period, industry and region, or other specified criteria.
- Thomson Reuters Datastream M&A – Leverage our industry-renowned data (including actuals and forecasts) to explore macroeconomic trends and the impact they may have on your company and industry. Datastream enables sophisticated time series analysis across a broad range of financial instruments.
- Thomson Reuters Credit Analysts – Assess business risk by uncovering credit analytics, credit default swap pricing, and ratings from Moody’s and S&P. Gain a more comprehensive understanding of the entire capital structure of a company, including debt and debt maturity.
- Thomson Reuters Global Press – Locate historical news articles dating back to 1907 from more than 10,000 sources worldwide including Reuters News. This content offers global and local news and encompasses business, economic, political, and industry content from all regions of the world, including important emerging markets. Global press combines thousands of key newspapers, magazines, blogs, newswires, and business-to-business publications.
- Reuters Domestic News – Access local language news with added depth into local economic, financial markets and political news. Ideal for multi-national corporations with regional offices needing deeper local coverage.

THOMSON ONE Deal Insight
Gain a complete picture of the deal-making landscape by industry or region. Uncover dynamically updated headlines covering M&A, private equity/venture capital and capital markets information on a global level.

THOMSON ONE Corporate Development
This solution includes information and analytics critical to researching companies and markets.

THOMSON ONE Corporate Development:
- For in-depth deals analysis needed to fuel your growth strategy, receive all of the insight available in Thomson ONE Corporate Intelligence, as well as the following:
  - Other Thomson Reuters SDC deals data – Access current and historical data on equity and bond issues, loans and project finance deals. Leverage this data to identify trends, conduct comparable deal analysis, perform due diligence, and get a better understanding of activity levels across a particular industry or region.
  - Equity ownership – Uncover detailed holdings data. Know which funds own shares in the companies you are evaluating.
  - Thomson Reuters StreetEvents Guidance – Get a full picture of a company’s financial performance. Gather company expectations from historical and current disclosures. Link directly from the guidance data points to their source document-transcripts, press releases and webcasts.
  - Reuters Insider – View video content market moving news, analysis and research from Reuters and over 100 partners in the Reuters Insider Network. Multimedia is delivered live and on-demand.
  - Thomson Reuters VentureXpert – Access comprehensive information and analytics to identify potential targets or investors. Search for venture funds, buyouts, private equity funds and firms, executives, venture-backed companies, and limited partners around the world. Locate fund performance, commitments, disbursements, and statistics.
  - Pitchboard – Gain access to Pitchboard which enables the seamless delivery and return of presentation instructions and edits between colleagues in the office and on the road. With Pitchboard, the presentation review process is shortened due to the increased efficiency in your presentation preparation workflow. Pitchboard allows you to see a record of iterations in one consolidated place making it easy to follow from version to version.

THOMSON REUTRS BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS

*Only available with the Thomson ONE Corporate Intelligence and Thomson ONE Corporate Development solutions.